**CONGRESSES AND OTHER EVENTS**

### NSW Masters Teams
- **Code:** 2MT
- **Club:** 2-001
- **Points:** Red
- **Mth/Yr:** Jan/15

### NT Butler Pairs
- **Code:** 8BU
- **Club:** 8-901
- **Points:** Red
- **Mth/Yr:** Nov/14

### Summer Festival National 0-49, 0-99 & 0-149 Teams
- **Code:** 9S2
- **Club:** 9-913
- **Points:** Gold
- **Mth/Yr:** Jan/15

### Summer Festival Non-Life Teams
- **Code:** 9S3
- **Club:** 9-913
- **Points:** Gold
- **Mth/Yr:** Jan/15

### Summer Festival Senior Teams
- **Code:** 9SA
- **Club:** 9-913
- **Points:** Gold
- **Mth/Yr:** Jan/15

### Summer Festival TBIB Open Swiss Pairs
- **Code:** 9SB
- **Club:** 9-913
- **Points:** Gold
- **Mth/Yr:** Jan/15

### Summer Festival Penline 500 Swiss Pairs
- **Code:** 9SC
- **Club:** 9-913
- **Points:** Gold
- **Mth/Yr:** Jan/15

### Summer Festival Friday Festival Teams
- **Code:** 9SF
- **Club:** 9-913
- **Points:** Gold
- **Mth/Yr:** Jan/15

### Summer Festival Penline Swiss Pairs
- **Code:** 9SG
- **Club:** 9-913
- **Points:** Gold
- **Mth/Yr:** Jan/15

### Summer Festival Chris Diment Pairs
- **Code:** 9SI
- **Club:** 9-913
- **Points:** Gold
- **Mth/Yr:** Jan/15

### Summer Festival Super Novice Teams
- **Code:** 9SN
- **Club:** 9-913
- **Points:** Gold
- **Mth/Yr:** Jan/15

### Summer Festival SWPT
- **Code:** 9SP
- **Club:** 9-913
- **Points:** Gold
- **Mth/Yr:** Jan/15

### Summer Festival Super Novice Pairs
- **Code:** 9SQ
- **Club:** 9-913
- **Points:** Gold
- **Mth/Yr:** Jan/15

### Summer Festival Red Point Events
- **Code:** 9SR
- **Club:** 9-913
- **Points:** Gold
- **Mth/Yr:** Jan/15

### Summer Festival Flighted Swiss Pairs
- **Code:** 9SS
- **Club:** 9-913
- **Points:** Gold
- **Mth/Yr:** Jan/15

### Summer Festival NOT Finals
- **Code:** 9ST
- **Club:** 9-913
- **Points:** Gold
- **Mth/Yr:** Jan/15

### Summer Festival Women’s Teams
- **Code:** 9SW
- **Club:** 9-913
- **Points:** Gold
- **Mth/Yr:** Jan/15

### Summer Festival Mixed Teams
- **Code:** 9SX
- **Club:** 9-913
- **Points:** Gold
- **Mth/Yr:** Jan/15

### ABC New Year Congress
- **Code:** ADN
- **Club:** 5-704
- **Points:** Red
- **Mth/Yr:** Jan/15

### Bridge Today Lilianfels Holiday
- **Code:** BTL
- **Club:** 2-228
- **Points:** Red
- **Mth/Yr:** Oct/14

### Double Bay Swiss Pairs
- **Code:** DOR
- **Club:** 2-061
- **Points:** Red
- **Mth/Yr:** Jan/15

### Gold Coast Swiss Teams
- **Code:** GCS
- **Club:** 4-620
- **Points:** Red
- **Mth/Yr:** Jan/15

### Kenmore Congress
- **Code:** KRC
- **Club:** 4-632
- **Points:** Red
- **Mth/Yr:** Jan/15

### NSWBC Teams
- **Code:** NST
- **Club:** 4-545
- **Points:** Red
- **Mth/Yr:** Jan/15

### QCBC Butler Pairs
- **Code:** RQB
- **Club:** 4-555
- **Points:** Red
- **Mth/Yr:** Jan/15

### QZ Bridge Travel Mt Lofty Holiday
- **Code:** SNA
- **Club:** 3-463
- **Points:** Red
- **Mth/Yr:** Jan/15

### South Perth Swiss Pairs
- **Code:** SPS
- **Club:** 6-788
- **Points:** Red
- **Mth/Yr:** Jan/15

### Townsville Australia Day Congress
- **Code:** TNA
- **Club:** 4-690
- **Points:** Red
- **Mth/Yr:** Jan/15

### Trumps Festival
- **Code:** TSF
- **Club:** 2-259
- **Points:** Red
- **Mth/Yr:** Jan/15

---

**TOTAL: 30**

Club Membership Total: 37,078 (corresponding total last year: 36,577)

By State:
- ACT = 944
- NSW = 14971
- VIC = 5589
- QLD = 8109
- SA = 2006
- WA = 4411
- TAS = 867
- NT = 181

---

**SUMMER FESTIVAL**

The Centre has received all the Summer Festival awards for the Open, Women's, Seniors and Restricted events. These awards were all processed in the January update.

What we are still waiting for is all the awards for the Youth Week. Hopefully they will reach us in time for the February update.

---

**ANNUAL CANCELLATIONS**

Your Home Membership Cancellations forms were emailed to you in mid-January. If you have lost the form, you can download another copy from the website, using the option Show Club Documents, or simply do your cancellations directly online.

**PLEASE DO NOT RETURN THIS FORM**

If you want, you can print the report and use it to aid you in managing your annual cancellations, but do not return it to the Centre.

Once you have completed the form, simply logon to the website and enter your cancellations directly. The only reason you should mail the form back to the Centre, is if you are one of the five clubs across Australia that do not have internet access.

---

**2015 FEES & CHARGES**

There are no planned changes to any fees or charges for the 2015 membership year. The 2015 annual capitation fee is $15.

Any new members you might join up now, will get up to 15 months membership for the price of 12 months. What that means is that you get free membership for new members from now until March 31st, but you will then be charged an annual capitation fee for them in the March 31st update.

---

**OFFICE**

The office will be unmanned from Friday 21st February to Friday 27th February, inclusive. I will have the laptop with me and action any urgent requests, but all mail, voicemails, and non urgent emails will only be auctioned upon my return.
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**NATIONAL MASTER**
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**GOLD LIFE MASTER**
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